
Can we give a book credit for good intentions?  There’s a complex algorithm of exposure that 

some librarians may use in terms of selection—how many books are out there that represent 

X, and at what point do we start training our critical, professional eyes on evaluating relative 

quality rather than purchasing out of necessity of representation?  If there are only a few 

books that show lesbian moms, one may be quicker to forgive the undeniably old-fashioned, 

rather treacly core of Heather Has Two Mommies.  However, once authors start contributing 

more titles, once there is confidence that kids can see diverse families while reading books 

that meet additional criteria beyond a set of lesbian parents, then it becomes a trickier 

question.  When funding is limited, is there room in the budget to buy a classic (even an 

updated one where the illustrations are far from Roger Sutton’s deserved remark about the 

original ones being: “saccharine and stiffly drawn”) rather than something that is newer, 

zippier, and likely reflects wider representation?  Maybe, because there’s something that still 

resonates thirty plus years later with this book, and not just with sentimental adults.  The 

overall tone is optimistic, peaceful, and, if a bit idealized . . . well, that is forgivable.  The world 

is a cold place, and the heart of this picture book still works in a storytime: kindness, love, 

and respect are good things that we should give generously.  Done.  There are hipper parents 

than Mama Jane and Mama Kate, more diverse ones, and way more kinds of families than 

two parents in a pair bond with a perfect house and two pets.  That’s okay—there’s still 

plenty of room on library shelves for full representation of the rainbow, even for cozy 

throwbacks that are, in spite of seeming about as edgy as vanilla custard, still popping up on 

banned books lists.  It’s certainly still got their attention thirty years later, and there’s enough 

that works here to give it some of ours as well.  

- April Spisak, Reviewer 


